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Prince in the early 80s: considerations on the structural functions of performative gestures.
Transcribing Prince's music can be a very frustrating exercise, as the notes that are put on a score (often quite
ordinary) do no justice to the expressive richness we perceive when we listen to his songs. In my intervention,
I will propose an analysis of the performative gestures in Prince's music, focusing on a few excerpts from his
production of the years 1980-1984 (in terms of albums, from Dirty Mind to Purple Rain). The hypothesis to be
tested is that in Prince's music a certain gestural approach to the performance (both instrumental and vocal) has
an authentic structural function for the music: in other words, this gestural approach is not simply related to the
field of musical interpretation, but has a constitutive function at the formal level of composition. On the
theoretical level, this research involves the tools provided by the theory of audio-tactile music developed by
Italian musicologist Vincenzo Caporaletti, while on the methodological side it relies on the resources of
performance analysis (taking into account especially the musical text, but also some key choreographic and
theatrical aspects which are strictly connected to Prince's musical universe).
First of all, I must appeal to your benevolence, as I'm about to begin my speech with an
autobiographical reference. I have discovered Prince's music in recent years: becoming a Prince fan
and feeling the desire to deepen my knowledge of his repertoire is in some ways antithetical to the
musical tastes I have been cultivating since I was a teenager. In fact, my all-time "musical heroes"
are musicians like Frank Zappa, the English bands of the so-called "Canterbury scene" and the sort
of experimental, avant-garde rock which can be found in a band like Henry Cow. If we were to
identify a common thread among these artists, we would probably talk about the search for a very
personal musical language that involves the revolution of the traditional formal models of popular
music, with more or less explicit references to the aesthetics of modernism: it is music in which the
element of interest is often the structural complexity, the unexpected and the unpredictable, factors
that in turn can make us think of a sort of musical storytelling.
Now, anyone having a superficial knowledge of Prince knows that his music rarely focuses on
these aesthetic elements, and it is precisely for this reason that the immediate fascination I felt as
soon as I started listening to Prince surprised me: what was so interesting, so particular about a
music so different from the music I was used to listening to? Feeling the need to explain this new
musical passion, I would have said that I was fascinated by Prince's gestural approach, to tell the
truth without being able to clearly articulate what I meant. 
My contribution seeks to clarify this issue. Its main goal is to demonstrate that some of Prince's
musical gestures have a formal constitutive value: in other words, I would like to to extend the field
of action of Prince's gestures beyond the domain of performance and into the creative process of
composition itself.
I will discuss some aspects of Prince's musical gestures through some examples from his
repertoire. As this is the first research I am devoting to Prince, I have chosen to focus my examples
on a small number of albums, namely Dirty Mind, Controversy, 1999 and Purple Rain. Released
between 1980 and 1984, these albums correspond to a significant arc in Prince's career: it is with
Dirty Mind, his third album, that he affirms his stylistic identity (the so-called 'Minneapolis Sound')
in a truly autonomous way; on the other hand, Purple Rain is the culmination of the path that led
Prince from sectoral success in the R'n'B charts to worldwide stardom.
As this is a study of gestures, it is important for me to clarify that I distinguish between two
types of "musical gestures". The first type of gesture is an element of the musical text in which the
listener can recognize the physical action that is at its origin, or at least its intentional or affective
characteristics. As French psychologist and musicologist Michel Imberty affirms, The human brain
has 
sensory-motor and representational patterns, as well as [patterns of] both physical and emotional tension and
relaxation, which allow for the identification or recognition, out of language and out of abstract categorization,
of fundamental experiences of the body and its relationship with the physical and human environment. For
example, singing involves the muscles of the laryngeal-pharyngeal zone, and listening to singing means
finding in oneself, at least allusively, a kinesthetic representation of these movements and gestures that control
the very act of singing […] . And the same is probably true of rhythmic and instrumental gestures.1
In other words, this conception implies that the musical gesture has a referential connotation,
especially at an affective level. 
Exploring this theoretical line, musicologist Leticia Cuen emphasizes the importance of
"dynamic vectors" in music, especially with regard to "affections of vitality":
Dynamic vectors are musical events that convey time-related meanings of orientation, progression, decrease or
growth, repetition or return. They constitute [...] the expressive components of the sound gesture, or musical
gesture, and they evoke the affections of vitality.2
Starting from this observation, and with particular attention to Prince's music, I would like to
propose a second definition of the musical gesture, that of an element of the musical text in which a
dynamic vector is expressed.
In Prince's repertoire we can observe musical gestures of the first type, for example, in Do It All
Night, on Dirty Mind. The main groove of this piece is rich in elements reminding of a sort of
"elastic" gesture: the bass, the piano, and the guitar are organized on this basic rhythm:
The contrast between the staccato and the sustained note is accentuated by the fact that the first is
on the downbeat while the second anticipates the third beat of the bar with a typical funk pushed
feel: this contrast suggests a relationship of tension and release, as if the second note (or chord) is
the consequence of the first one. Always within this groove, but at a more microscopic level, we can
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observe similar gestures in the bass and in some interventions of the synthesizer. The bass regularly
emerges in the arrangement with short appoggiaturas, where the first note is plucked on the string,
while the second one is a consequence of the bassist playing a glissando on the neck of the
instrument. Again, therefore, we have a sense of tension (the plucked note "spices up" the rhythmic
flow) that immediately is resolved on the lower and less "punchy" glissando note.
As for the synthesizer, several times we hear this chord, in which a quick action of the filter knob
transforms the sharp tone of the attack into a softer sound by cutting off the higher frequencies:  in
this case it is more appropriate to talk about metamorphosis than resolution, but this does not detract
from the fact that the direction of this tone metamorphosis is clearly perceived.
Obviously, the gestures featured in Do It All Night are also examples of dynamic vectors,
although "on a small scale", as they are very short; however, it is possible to consider more
extensive elements as musical gestures of the second type, since they can express dynamic vectors
too. Let's consider D.M.S.R., on 1999: it is a long song, a sort of funk jam session, full of
spontaneous (or presented as such) interactions between the bandleader, the musicians and the
audience (although these are fictitious roles, since Prince recorded almost all the different parts of
the song).
In order for this spontaneous atmosphere to be fully expressed, the song is organized on
repetitive accompanying patterns in which a harmonic path is rarely perceived. However, if we
carefully observe the arrangement of the ad libitum sections, we realize that they are organized
according to the principle of progressive accumulation of instrumental or vocal parts: therefore,
despite the almost total absence of a harmonic direction, the density of the arrangement creates a
dynamic vector. The structure of D.M.S.R. is articulated on the succession of such broad structural
gestures, which we could describe as "waves" in the instrumental density.
In Prince: The Making of a Pop Music Phenomenon, authors Stan Hawkins and Sarah Niblock
point out that, in the context of a music where dynamics are often flattened by the massive use of
compression, Prince compensates with "dynamics built by layering and not by volume"3. We can
add that layering can also be conceived as a structural gesture: where there is a lack of harmonic
direction, the sense of movement is conveyed by the variations in the instrumental arrangement.
In the four albums taken into account, several tracks are organized on the basis of structural
gestures of this type. In some cases we can distinguish the sections of the tracks mostly thanks to
differences in the arrangement: it is the case, for example, of Head, on Dirty Mind, where the
3 HAWKINS Stan et Sarah NIBLOCK, Prince: The Making of a Pop Music Phenomenon, Furnham : Ashgate, 2011.
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difference between the verse and the chorus, as far as the instrumental accompaniment is concerned,
is essentially determined by the addition of a synthesizer riff in the chorus. In other songs the
process of accumulating instrumental and/or vocal parts is used to recreate the spontaneity of a jam
session, for example in the long ad libitum of Uptown and Partyup, again on Dirty Mind, or to
create a structure of "subsequent waves" such as that observed in D.M.S.R., for example in
International Lover, on 1999. Summing up or subtracting the instrumental parts, Prince creates a
proper dramaturgy within the arrangement, with a coherence that can virtually do without the
teleology belonging to the classical conception of harmony.
Speaking of the difference between the connotations of harmony in "extensional" and
"intentional" aesthetics, Phipp Tagg observes that
It’s also a question of different types of harmonic function, of chords and of chord changes, not just as
harmonic ‘traveling’ —‘somewhere worth going’— but also as harmonic being —‘somewhere worth staying’.
Clearly, the experience of ‘being in one place’ does not necessarily mean that nothing happens there or that the
experience is dull.4
In Prince's music often what could be - incorrectly - considered as harmonic poorness
corresponds to this idea of 'being in a place worth staying'. To better understand the characteristics
of this 'place' and of what happens in it, it is useful to discuss first of all the notion of "musical
space". Hawkins and Niblock have already addressed the concept of sonic space in Prince's music,
observing among other things that "Perceptions of sound in recorded form are directly related to
experiences of depth, position and motion"5. As far as I'm concerned, I intend to focus on the
musical structures that refer metaphorically to a space in which it is possible to move freely.
In particular, some of Prince's songs have whole sections in which the harmonic movement is
little or completely absent, the rhythmic articulation is extremely repetitive and there is no melody
(at most the riff of the song is repeated). Let's consider two excerpts from the album Controversy,
the first taken from the title track; and now the finale of Sexuality. Let's focus on the instrumental
accompaniment: at the gestural level, the most evident aspect in these sections is - paradoxically -
the absence of movement, the stillness. A very clear perspective is established between the element
in the foreground (Prince's voice) and the accompaniment: said in theatrical terms, the
accompaniment constitutes metaphorically the stage on which an actor (the voice) performs. Of
course, the stage is not neutral, there is a scenography (the arrangement), but its static nature
contrasts with the mobility and expressiveness of the actor. 
The theatrical metaphor can be useful to understand how Prince organizes and distinguishes the
different musical gestures: depending on the level of dynamism, some gestures are better suited to
4 TAGG Philipp, Everyday Tonality II. Towards a Tonal Theory of What Most People Hear, New York &
Huddersfield: The Mass Media Music Scholars’ Press, 2014. P. 357
5 HAWKINS and NIBLOCK,  p. 124.
constitute an imaginary "stage", while others are more likely to be the "actors". However, Prince
uses composition, arrangement and production techniques that can also bring to mind the universe
of cinema, and specifically the editing of shots. Let's consider the following eight bars of Partyup.
The elements in the foreground are, in turn: Prince's solo vocals, the vocal ensemble, an organ
chord, the solo vocals, another organ chord, a bass and guitar lick, the solo vocals, and again the
bass and guitar lick. It is like watching a very fast sequence of film shots, whose effectiveness
consists - especially as far as the instrumental parts are concerned - in the gestural simplicity that
they express, which makes them iconic.
Whether it's with quick shots or through the contrast between static and dynamic elements,
Prince is a master when it comes to enhancing the musical subject in the foreground. Most of the
time this subject is the voice of Prince himself. As Hawkins and Niblock state: 
his voice escorts us into a virtual domain where his presence is felt through technological realization. Precisely
it is this conjunction of technology and musical expression that induces the feeling of another's presence
through the voice. Moreover, it is the fetishization of the recorded voice that is made so explicit in Prince's
songs, which works to foreground the gendered structure of his subjectivity.6
We have already had the opportunity to perceive Prince's presence through his voice, for
example in the finale of Sexuality, and his repertoire is extremely rich in such examples. Recording
technology actually allows us to enjoy a singer's vocal texture, and Prince loves to let us hear the
color of his voice, often eliminating any melodic coordinates that might distract us. However,
Prince's wisdom also consists in focusing the listener not only on the tone but on the "pure gesture"
of a vocal or instrumental inflection. Let's consider Darling Nikki, on Purple Rain: in the first two
verses the voice is almost exclusively accompanied by the drums, with an implied harmonic
structure; let's listen to the second verse. The guitar interventions do not have a structural role and
do not even constitute proper melodic responses to the vocal line; however, some of them are put in
the foreground thanks to targeted "shots" in the arrangement and mixing. What are the main aspects
of these interventions? Certainly the sound color and the dynamic vectors they express, but I think it
is appropriate to recall at this point also the notion of audio-tactile principle, which in a sense
accounts for the attention given to both tone and gestural dynamism. According to the theory
elaborated by Italian musicologist Vincenzo Caporaletti, the audio-tactile principle is
[...] a mediation constituted by the sensory-motor system of the performer which gives rise to a physical-
gestural modulation of sonic-musical energies, working in a determinant way for the structuring of the musical
text. in an aesthetic sense, it establishes the behavioral emergence of the body, which is non-textual, in the
traditional domain of the Form7.
6  HAWKINS and NIBLOCK, p. 76.
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In other words, the gestural approach of a musician, his or her relationship with his or her own
instrument or voice, helps to shape the text, that is, the "notes" that are played or sung. According to
this perspective, the example of the guitar licks in Darling Nikki becomes particularly interesting
precisely because the notes, if considered from a structural point of view, are not very relevant:
through licks of this type, Prince stages his own audio-tactile approach, his own gestures on the
guitar. The gesture itself becomes the protagonist: formal features such as melodic or rhythmic
articulation are left in the background, at most they are consequences of specific gestures.
To conclude, during my first exploration of Prince's repertoire I came to a distinction between
two types of gestures: on the one hand, musical elements that allude to a physical gesture in a
referential way, and on the other hand, musical elements characterized by dynamic vectors and that
evoke a metaphorical gesture. Prince's ability to combine musical gestures of different types
denotes the mastery of a dramatist or a filmmaker, and we can certainly say that the architecture of
many of his pieces is based on a balance of gestures rather than on harmonic patterns or more
"traditional" structures. Many subjects are still to be investigated: the relationship between
extensional and intentional aesthetics in the field of musical gestures, the link between musical
gestures and choreographic gestures (I suspect that Prince considered music and dance as two
interdependent entities), the need to contextualize Prince's gestural approach in the tradition of
popular music and Afro-American music in particular. But for a first study, I was quite happy to
propose just some points for discussion, in the hope of fostering a wider debate.
